
1–2 November 2017
Manchester Marriott Victoria & Albert Hotel,

Manchester, UK

A conference looking at the success of physics-based research in driving innovation and value across 
the nuclear industry. This event will bring together academia, industry and the supply chain to celebrate 
successes and demonstrate the value that physics brings to the nuclear industry and UK Plc. It will aim 
to show that through collaboration, the UK can become a leading, vibrant hub at the top table of the 
worldwide nuclear industry.

Call for Abstracts – Poster Presentations
We are seeking abstracts to present technical posters 
that demonstrate the value that physics brings to the nuclear 
industry. Given the multidisciplinary nature of the industry and 
research, we will have a broad interpretation of ‘physics’. Some 
of the potential topics that we may expect are included below, 
however, do not let this constrain your creativity:

• Managing our graphite challenge – a physics perspective

• Accident tolerant fuels

• Radioisotope power systems

• Technology transfer for the nuclear industry

• Radiation damage and new materials

• Safeguards – a perspective from physicists 

• The basic physics behind passive safety systems

• Remote handling and robotics

Speakers include:

• Jon Billowes, University of Manchester, UK

• Chris Goddard, Magnox Ltd, UK

• Russell Hand, University of Sheffield, UK

• Simon de Haas, Rolls-Royce, UK

• Dame Sue Ion (pre-dinner Speaker)

• Ben Lindley, AMEC Foster Wheeler

• Ed Matthews, Sellafield Ltd

• James McKinney , NDA, UK

• Chris Savage, Nuclear Industry Association, UK

• Paul Skelton, NDA, UK

• Sarah Thompson, University of York, UK

• Bill Westall, Magnox Ltd, UK

Key dates:

Abstract submission deadline: 14 October 2017

Early registration deadline: 14 October 2017

Registration deadline: 27 October 2017

Topical Research Meeting

Physics. Innovation. Nuclear 

For more information, visit pin2017.iopconfs.org

Sponsors:

REGISTRATION  

AVAILABLE


